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FOR MANUFACTURERS, DEMAND PLANNING
IS A TIGHTROPE WALK.
Even slight under projections can tip toward supply shortages, weaving a path of unsatisfied distributors, retailers and
consumers. Yet over projections waste time, resources and eat into profits.
The stakes for manufacturing companies to create accurate demand planning are high, but the challenge is expansive.
Manufacturers must accurately predict demand, but must do so, in most cases, without a clear line of sight into end consumers.
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ARE YOU PREPARED TO ANSWER QUESTIONS
ABOUT SHIFTING DEMAND?
Manufacturers, being several degrees removed from end consumers in the supply chain, are at a disadvantage compared to
retailers and even distributors. Answers to questions like the following are often unclear:

What prompted a recent order swing?
Are week-to-week fluctuations in orders a result of temporary inventory adjustments?
Are recent demand changes foretelling a sustained shift in demand?
Will seasonal volatility correct itself? Or is it an indication of a bigger change?
The answers cannot be found just by analyzing historical sales
and projecting these trends in the future, as this would assume
an unchanging market environment.
Instead, manufacturers must rely on understanding how
external forces, such as consumer sentiment, spending power
and exchange rates, impact business.
With today’s technology, however, the power to integrate
such external factors is now possible, driving more accurate
planning.
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HOW ECONOMIST JOSEPH ELLIS SEES
THE FULL PICTURE OF DEMAND.
Former Goldman Sachs general partner and New York Times best-selling author Joseph Ellis wrote in his book, Ahead of the Curve,
about the cyclical nature of the economy. He discusses how consumers discretionary spending is related to earnings, and
ultimately driven by multiple economic factors with predictable lead times.
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“There were numerous cause-and-effect relationships in the economy that had practical value in forecasting, but
many...had gone largely under-appreciated and underused, even in the world of professional economists.”
Joseph Ellis
Author of Ahead of the Curve, New York Times Best Seller
Former Managing Partner at Goldman Sachs
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CHALLENGES IMPEDE CLEAR ANSWERS.
Manufacturers are often in the precarious position of investing in capital expenses, such as machinery, technology and
facilities, as well as deciding whether to enter or exit new markets, without having direct visibility into all of the factors affecting
performance. These factorspose a significant planning challenge where last minute adjustments are extremely costly, if not
virtually impossible.
Despite the critical nature of accurate forecasting in manufacturing, the global economy continues to be volatile as supply
chains become more complex. Attempts to incorporate external data using traditional analysis methods have often yielded
unclear insights. Three key challenges explain why accurately predicting demand has been challenging for
manufacturers.
•

Talent in data and analytics often proves scarce. There is a shortage in data science talent. In fact, McKinsey
estimates that demand for data scientists is 60% greater than supply. Manufacturers feel this challenge acutely, as
analytical talent is often drawn to consulting firms, B2C or technology companies.

•

Lean budgets equate to limited investments in data and analytics. Manufacturers have razor thin margins due
to strong global competition. Since traditional investments in analytics required large IT projects with significant
integration, costs and lead times, they are often delayed for years. Modern analytics tools can be much less invasive,
but require the manufacturer to research, clean, and upload any internal or external data required, resulting in
lengthy projects.

•

Manufacturers are inundated with risks from all parts of the globe. Due to complex supply chains, volatile
exchange rates, and fluctuating labor and material costs, the decisions manufacturers make today, even with the best
current information, can lead to drastically different results. Often times, the analysis projects takes months or weeks
and usually the data used is in the past.
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Following 5-steps to gaining actionable insights

through predictive analytics will help manufacturers
overcome these challenges and gain a competitive
edge.
The positive news is that technology is paving the way
for future state management to improve prediction
accuracy and decision making. Answers that
manufacturers once thought were unattainable can
now be solved.

5 STEPS TO IMPROVE
DEMAND PLANNING:

1

Understand your company’s impact
on the market

2

Focus first on high level numbers

3

Determine drivers of your industry

4
5
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Embrace artificial intelligence and
cloud-based analytics
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Understand your company’s impact on the market.

External factors differ depending on a
manufacturer’s position in the market.
Companies with a large percentage of market
share face different forces and are affected
differently by external factors than mid-sized
manufacturers.
To gain a better view of future demand,
the first step is to ensure a complete
understanding of where your company sits
in the market, what industries you sell into
and a true understanding of competition.
For example, the top supplier of steel to
automobile manufacturers will be much more
susceptible to the factors that drive changes in
demand for cars than a mid-sized steel supplier
with a more varied customer base.
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STEP 2

Focus first on high level numbers.

When it comes to demand planning, one of the
biggest mistakes manufacturers make is to try to
tackle too much at once.
This leads to insights that are hard to act on and teams
that are frustrated by lack of immediate gains. Instead,
focus on top line numbers or a single impact area.
This strategy will prove easier to measure and can
allow for faster changes than trying to tackle every
single product and market.

Impact areas to start with:
Top line revenue
National sales
Largest geographic region Highest
Volume product Largest direct
Customer segment
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STEP 3

Determine drivers of your industry.

Every industry has its own set of external
drivers that drive profitability and growth, such
as energy, labor, raw materials and
transportation costs.
While the measurable impact of these demand
drivers will vary by sector and individual
company, determining industry-level drivers is
a good start to understanding the health of
your industry as much as 18 to 24 months in
advance.
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Top Manufacturing Leading Indicators
to Watch:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Crude Oil Prices: West Texas Intermediate
Trade Weighted U.S. Dollar Index: Broad
ATA’s For Hire Truck Tonnage Index
Job Openings - Manufacturing
Total U.S. Employment Level
Prevedere Industrial Production Leading Indicator
Chemical Activity Barometer
Value of Manufacturers’ New Orders
ISM Manufacturing PMI Composite Index
Vehicle Miles Traveled
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Identify drivers of demand in target
industries and lead times.

Understanding your own industry’s drivers will help to
create better plans and drive better decisions.
However, understanding the leading drivers for your
target industries will improve demand planning
further.
What are the external factors affecting the markets
your company serves, what is the impact of those
factors, and how far in advance do they indicate a
change in demand?

In this example, a plastic component manufacturer that can see
changes in corporate profits and hourly wages NOW can watch for
changes in their products’ demand almost 15 months in the future.

Corporate profits have been
increasing for 6 months due
to favorable exchange rates
...will lead to...

Having a unique set of leading indicators for each
industry you serve is key to improving demand
forecasts.
For example, if you are a plastic component
manufacturer that primarily sells to the electronics
industry, look at the external indicators that impact the
end consumer’s discretionary spending ability.
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An increase of real average hourly
income over 9 months for top
electronics consumer segment
...which leads to...

An increase in
discretionary spending
(such as TVs and
electronics)
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Embrace artificial intelligence and cloud-based analytics.

Traditionally, integrating steps one through four would be a cumbersome, time
consuming endeavor to gather the necessary data, analyze the impact on your
specific business and plan accordingly.
However, today’s artificial intelligence and cloud-based analytics capabilities
can decrease the time to insights by sifting through thousands of industry and
demand drivers to identify the most predictive leading indicators for your
business.
For manufacturers with small data teams, this technology is a game changer,
immediately providing value with timely insights without significant costs. For
manufacturers with robust analytics teams, machine learning can reduce the time
needed to clean, gather and analyze raw data. More time can be spent on
interpreting insights and developing plans.

“A company that can predict accurately is nimble and able to take advantage of opportunities presented to
it; those unable to “see” the future clearly are prone to missteps and blunders. In fact, the market value of
companies that use sophisticated analytics is two to three times higher than those that do not.“
Dr. Barry Keating
Professor of Economics and Business Analytics
University of Notre Dame
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Prevedere is an industry insights and predictive analytics company
helping business leaders make better decisions by providing a real-time
view of their company’s future.

Gain insights into
new markets

Discover drivers
influencing demand

To learn more:
Visit us: prevedere.com
Call us: (888) 686-7746
Email the team: inquiries@prevedere.com
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Determine when and
where to invest

